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ROYCE SECURITY PRODUCTS
Royce Security Products is an Australian owned and 
operated company specialising in the design and 
manufacture of application specific security products. 
Royce utilises unique, practical and creative design 
techniques  to create products that are focused on quality 
and performance. Royce’s industry experience, gained 
through the creation of products for specialised security 
applications, translates into a unique understanding of 
the delicate relationship between product quality and 
cost effectiveness. With Royce Security Products you 
can always be assured that the product you receive is of 
superior quality at a competitive price!

ROYCE ACCESS VAULT
The Royce Access Vault is a wholly Australian made and 
owned product designed to allow maintenance contractors 
and emergency services access to secure locations while 
minimising the risk of lost keys. Rather than supply 
master keys to lift or security contractors simply store 
one set of keys in your Royce Access Vault and supply 
your contractors with a key to open the vault. If a key for 
the vault is lost the vault’s oval cylinder can be replaced 
simply and cost effectively. 

The Royce Access Vault combines a low profile design  
with an ingenious tamper resistant cap to eliminate the 
risk of casual interference with the lock mechanism.  
The vault door itself contains an Australian Standard oval 
cylinder that can be keyed to high security systems such 
as BiLock, Lockwood Twin, KABA or Abloy. The flexibility 
of the oval cylinder allows the vault to be changed to 
any key system, meaning that an appropriate lock can  
be installed for any contractor or organisation that 
requires access to a site.

Having to re-key an entire building due to lost master  
keys can cost tens of thousands of dollars! The Royce  
Access Vault enables you to store your keys securely  
while still allowing access to  your building for contractors 
and emergency services! 

UNIQUE, PRACTICAL AND 
CREATIVE DESIGN TECHNIQUES

ROYCE ACCESS VAULT ORDER CODES

RAV570 Access Vault. Includes Oval Cylinder

RAVCAP Tamper/Weather Resistant Cap

RAVCAPKEY Triangle Cap Key (Spanner)

RAVCAPSSTEE Triangle Cap Key (Tee Style)


